Hunwick Engineering Case study
Find out more about Hunwick Engineering’s
growth and development using Business
Cloud Essentials

“	One thing we like about Business Cloud
Essentials is the fact that there are no
hidden costs. You don’t have to pay for
updates. With each automatic update, you
gain full access to new functionalities.”
Darren Hills, Finance Director at Hunwick Engineering

About Hunwick Engineering

Hunwick’s Advanced Experience

Hunwick Engineering are a manufacturing
organisation located in Gosfield, East of
England. The business was established in
1909, becoming one of the leaders in industry
specialist processes and heavy engineering
solutions up to this date. Hunwick
Engineering is the first off-grid, large-scale
engineering facility in the UK to be carbon
neutral, as they’re powered completely by
green energy (which is all produced on-site).

Business Cloud Essentials is the first business management solution the business has adopted. Before

Why Business Cloud Essentials?

the implementation process, everything was completed using spreadsheets and notepads. When we

“The software was built by someone with an accounting and

asked Darren about what he liked most about the software, he told us:

manufacturing background. This made a huge difference during

Hunwick Engineering is part of a joint venture
between Park Hall (Gosfield) Ltd and Alloy Fab
Weld Ltd. Hunwick are continuously looking
to the future, with a strong focus on
modernising their operation and adapting
to market changes.

our decision-making process as we are a manufacturing
“The reporting tools in Business Cloud Essentials are very useful for daily monitoring of operations.

business.”

All the information you need is in one place.”

Communication with the Advanced team
Running your business is not easy, especially during a pandemic. Of late, Hunwick Engineering has had

“The support team take all our suggestions on board and we

to deal with absences and adapt their operations to ensure all their staff were safe in the workplace.

really feel our voices are heard by the team at Advanced, which

Having good software support during this time was crucial:

makes a huge difference.”

“Not having to wait huge amounts of time on hold with the support team is very reassuring. The

Implementation process

software is really great, but an added bonus is knowing the support team is there for you no

“Before Business Cloud Essentials, we were using paper notes

matter what happens.”

and spreadsheets. As the business continued to grow, we knew
we needed to modernise and automate our processes.”

Having the right team and the right software makes everything easier. We’re proud to be able to supDarren Hills’ approach to Business Cloud Essentials

port Hunwick Engineering in their growth journey.

“The software was growing and so were we. Business Cloud
“I was asked by the chairman what was the right solution for our business. The answer was, and

Essentials is a perfect fit for us.”

still is, Business Cloud Essentials.“

Software Powered Possibility

Want to find out more? Contact one of our team members today!

Contact Us

